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“We will keep fulfilling this path until the 
world goes still to say, ‘where there’s 
will, there’s a woman. And where there’s 
a woman, there is always a way.”

Amanda Gorman | Forbes Women's Summit 2019

Source: https://www.forbes.com/video/6054733626001/

https://www.forbes.com/video/6054733626001/


1. Courageous spirit and               
determination; Perseverance

2. Vigor; Verve; Pep

3. Skill; Know-how.
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• 20
21

1. The established set of attitudes held by 
someone



Moxie & 
Mindset

An engaging developmental series for women to 
learn, grow, and connect with like-minded 
professionals. Regardless of your “vert” (Intro or 
Extro, Ambi), this program is designed to enhance 
your leadership capabilities.  

You will gain insights and know-how. Challenge 
your limiting beliefs, increase your confidence, 
enhance executive presence, and create an 
authentic and strong personal brand. Through the 
power of connection, knowledge, practice, and 
accountability you will come away with meaningful 
growth both personally and professionally. And a 
new tribe of like-minded women to lift you up!
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Unleash Your Power to Lead Like 
A Woman
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To harness the individual and collective energy 
of women: 

To ignite curiosity. 

To delve into mindsets.
To act with courage and conviction. 
To step-out of comfort zones.
To flip the script on limiting beliefs.
To embrace their moxie.
To get out of their own way.

To make a big bet.
To be accountable.

To be confident.

To own their future!



How it Works
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Live 6-month Series

February – July 

2021  

Zoom workshops (90-minutes) 
1x per month

Group coaching sessions
(60 minutes live) 1x per month 

Homework, Practice and Accountability Partners



MOXIE & MINDSET WORKSHOP SERIES

Own Your Future
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Mindset EQ

Confidence Presence Personal Brand

Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow 
Avoid the Invisible Obstacles
Start Your Future Journey 

Growth vs. Fixed, Infinite vs. Finite

Limiting Beliefs 

Cognitive Biases

Self-awareness & Self-Leadership
Triggers 
Blind Spots

Imposter Syndrome

Courage over Comfort

Self Advocacy

Character
Style
Gravitas (x-factor)

Story

Values

Authentic Self
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I am passionate about fostering the growth of women in 
their personal and professional lives. I know first-hand how a 
growth-mindset and a dose of courage can make for a 
happier existence. I also know how a tribe of like-minded 
women can lift you up faster and higher than you’ve ever 
experienced going it alone.

I’ve had the privilege of working closely with leaders around 
the globe, in Fortune 500 companies and start-ups alike. 
My work provides a unique lens into professionals’ lives and 
how they function. I see amazing personal strengths at play, 
as well as blind spots to overcome. Interestingly, there are 
commonalities in the issues (good and bad) that women 
face. I want to share my learnings and insights, garnered 
from over two decades working as both an executive coach 
and leadership consultant, to help elevate other women. 

Women have many unique capabilities as leaders, and it is 
time to embrace these skills for the greater good. I’ve 
created this series to provide a safe and engaging space for 
women to develop their leadership chops and have fun while 
doing it!  

Full bio 

https://www.greensladeconsulting.com/uploads/1/0/4/3/104391881/shelli_greenslade_professional_bio__july_2019_.pdf
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Workshops

March 11

April 15

May 13

June 10

July 15

September 9

Group Coaching

March 18

April 29

May 27

June 24

July 22

September 23
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I know not every organization 
offers deep and meaningful 
development for women. And 
let’s face it, executive coaching 
is not cheap!

I am pleased to offer this series 
for a discounted rate to help 
elevate other women in their 
personal and professional 
leadership journeys. 

Payment Options Pricing

Six-Month Series if paid in full by 
February 10, 2021

$889
$797

Six-Month Series paid in monthly 
installments   

$148 

Single Workshop (does not include group 
coaching or accountability partners)

$89



Are you ready to lead like a 
woman?
Register now!
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https://www.greensladeconsulting.com/store/p1/Moxie_%26_Mindset%3A%0A%0A%E2%80%8BLead_Like_A_Woman.html
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